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About the UniverCity Year
UniverCity Year is a year-long partnership between
UW-Madison and one community in Wisconsin. The
community partner identifies sustainability and livability
projects that would benefit from UW-Madison expertise. Faculty from across the university incorporate these
projects into their courses with graduate students and
upper-level undergraduate students. UniverCity Year staff
provide administrative support to faculty, students and the
partner community to ensure the collaboration’s success.
The result is on-the-ground impact and momentum for a
community working toward a more sustainable and livable
future.

Staff
Kelly Conforti Rupp, Program Manager
Jason Vargo, Program Director
Stephanie Nelson, Progam Communications Assistant

Be the Next UniverCity Year Partner
The University of Wisconsin-Madison is accepting
proposals from cities, counties, and/or agencies to
participate in the UniverCity Year.

Faculty advisors
Lonnie Berger, Professor of Social Work and Director of
the Institute for Research on Poverty
Mary Beth Collins, Director of Centers Research and
Public Affairs
Kathy Cramer, Professor of Political Science and Director
of the Morgridge Center for Public Service
Lori DiPrete Brown, Associate Director of the Global
Health Institute and Director of the 4W Initiative
(Women and Well Being in Wisconsin and the World)
Ken Genskow, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning,
UW-Extension Faculty Representative
Eric Grodsky, Associate Professor of Sociology
Jim LaGro, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning
Jonathan Patz, Professor and Director of the Global
Health Institute

The UniverCity Year is applicable to communities
addressing livability at the local or regional scale.
Cities, counties, agencies and clusters of communities (for example, along a transportation corridor,
around a regional center, or within a watershed) are
eligible to apply. To minimize travel time and costs,
applicant communities should be located within a
two-hour drive of the Madison area. Communities
located further away may be considered if additional
funds are contributed for overnight travel costs.
UniverCity Year partners have access to the broad
base of expertise at UW-Madison. Our faculty come
from a wide range of disciplines and are particularly
well versed in all aspects of sustainability (environmental health, economic opportunity, social justice,
and community livability) and all stages of sustainability (analysis, planning, design, implementation,
and evaluation).
Through work with the UniverCity Year, the community can enhance its capacity to advance sustainability. In addition, UW-Madison students benefit
from real-world opportunities to apply their knowledge and training. They also bring energy, enthusiasm, and innovative approaches to address difficult,
persistent problems.

Paul Robbins, Professor and Director of the Nelson
Institute for Environmental Studies
Joel Rogers, Professor of Law, Political Science, Public
Affairs and Sociology and Director of COWS
Raj Veeramani, Professor in the College of Engineering
and the School of Business, Director of the E-Business
Institute, E-Business Consortium, and Internet of Things
Laboratory

For more information, contact Jason Vargo, program
director, javargo@wisc.edu, 608-265-9761
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lis 351: introduction to digital information
Authors:

Alex Ching • Dylan Kachigian • Jack Shaffer • Isabel Coff
Lucas Johnson • Jordan Bain • Alex Diebold
Megan Scott • Zack Wermeling • Heyu Zhang • Yixin Zhang
Nancy Yang • Claudia Meyer-Samargia • Evan Watters
Tianshuo Su • Peng Cheng • Joe Omelina • Logan Rusch
Margaret Abel • Lauren Richardson • Katie Morrison
Sofi LaLonde • Hakyung Hwang • Ilyssa Frank
Amanda Rovitz • Sydney Chason • Hannah Felsenthal
Jordyn Berlent • Megan White • Leyan Xu
Lauren Utke • Brittany Steers • Jacqueline Warner
Kamaludin Abdullahi • Christopher Wilson • Kevin Hunt
Kelsey O’Hara • Peyton Hofherr • Zachary Yafai
Jeremy Yu • Will Decorah • Brandon Humboldt
Brett Robinson • Morgan Skalitzky • Hunter Thompson
Tanner Hanson • Alix DeBroux • Ivy Cyr
Laura Oberwetter • Bridget Behrens • Jacob LaBine
Elana Roth • Morgan Wileman • Ann Ziegler
Meredith Johnson • Aliesha Biersack • Kelsey Daykin
Merina Witz • Amanda Hopkins •Rachel Burns •Ben Hurley
Luke Zheng • Tony Ruiz • Manuel Gomez

Danae Luetkehans • Deirdre O’Donoghue
Katherine Treankler • Sam Donsky • Cavan Faucett
Nicole Salzman • Kerry Justich • Emily Buda
Maggie Dunn • Pamela Miller • Alexa Schnurr • Ryan Wall
Anna Henrich • Kayla Hietpas • Angie LaQua
Hyeju Son • Danielle Medin • Alyssa Rothman
Jane Fleming • Michael Sztanski • Amanda Fogel
Tony Koerwitz • Tyler Lamb • Taylor Liu • Harley Maslin
Orli Ozer • Jesse Freeman • Sophie Ferro • Alexa Mach
Dana Scholl • Josh Mendelowitz • Ellie Heggerston
Alex Chartier • Emily Kwock • Talya Evans
Jennie Russnow • Natalie Zimmerman • Lauren Greenberg
Erica Schwartzberg • Kali Krepline • Ashley Osbourne
Allison McGreaham • Abby Halla • Joe Bedermann
Carly Chelstrom • Kristian Haag • Elizabeth Soto
Qingzi (Fiona) Guo • Kelly Stymiest • Maura Curtis
Sarah Krier • Katherine Vitalbo • Danielle Lindenbaum
Isabel Schuss • Gabrielle Garten • Mollie Levine
Sam Helle • Sara Baillies
This report was produced in collaboration with the
Library and Information Studies Department in the
College of Letters and Science and the UniverCity Year at
UW-Madison.

Faculty mentor:
Dorothea Salo

Executive summary
During the Fall 2016 semester at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, the Library and Information Studies
351 course studied the MyMonona webpage. Roughly 117
university students completed 45 final reports highlighting
issues related to accessibility, usability and search-engine
friendliness. Specifically, they analyzed these sites:
•

Home Page/Overall MyMonona Website

•

Applications and Permits

•

Public Library

•

Community Media

•

Senior Center

•

Open for Business

•

Parks and Recreation

On many pages, small issues could be found. For a
detailed analysis, refer to the students’ final reports. Here
we include a summary of the most common issues found
and the most prevalent recommendations for MyMonona.

Accessibility
•

The majority of images do not have alternative text,
and without this, screen readers, used by individuals
who are visually impaired, cannot identify the images.
To fix this, each image must have a short explanation
of what it is displaying.

•

There are multiple broken links that don’t lead the
user to another page. Make sure the link has an
accurate URL.

•

The color contrast between type and the background
is difficult for users to see. To make the text easier to
read, use a darker background with lighter font or vice
versa.

•

The type is often too small for the majority of viewers
to read comfortably.
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Screenshot of MyMonona website home page

Usability

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

•

There is an overwhelming amount of text and menu
options that are available, making the site appear to be
disorderly and confusing.

•

•

The site lacks a link that takes a user back to the main
home page or the home page of the sub site they were
previously on.

Pages have limited meta description, which gives
information in HTML about a page’s content. By
increasing the meta description, a search engine can
give a user a better idea of what will be on the page.

•

There are missing header tags. These header tags
distinguish a heading from a sub-heading or body
text. By including header tags, search engines can
distinguish relevancy of the heading compared to the
body text.

•

The browser cache is disabled. Enabling this can
reduce the server load and speed up response time.

•

There is a lack of social media links on the site.

•

Entering MyMonona to the DMOZ directory can
help search rankings. This directory manages sites
throughout the internet by the content’s relevancy.

•

Include the ability to submit forms or applications
online, which can reduce the confusion of where and
to whom to submit these forms.

“Every participant agreed that the website
contained all the information they needed,
it just needed to be sorted better.”
-Introduction to Digital Information student
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public affairs 881: cost-benefit analysis
Authors:

Scott Coleman • James Dirth • Elizabeth Doyle

Faculty mentor:
Professor David Weimer

This report was produced in collaboration with the Public
Affairs Department in the College of Letters and Science
and the UniverCity Year at UW-Madison.
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Executive summary
At the request of the City of Monona, the students of
Public Affairs 881 conducted a cost-benefit analysis
regarding a residential in-home municipal Wi-Fi service as
well as an outdoor Wi-Fi service.
The costs were based on information provided by local
internet service provider 5NINES as well as previous
analyses conducted on municipal services of this nature.
Benefits were assessed from studies related to internet
demand and the best information available regarding
usage patterns in Monona. The resulting net benefits
are positive provided at least 260 residents subscribe.
Additionally, a fiber internet option through SupraNet
Communications should be explored.
Although the students’ analysis found positive net benefits
at the recommended uptake levels, these benefits are not
in the form of monetary gains for the city itself. Instead,
they are savings residents would experience compared to
their current internet service costs. Furthermore, this is
only true for the in-home municipal Wi-Fi. Even though
an outdoor Wi-Fi service would extend the range of
subscribers’ internet service, no positive net benefits were
found. This infrastructure cost cannot be offset because of
the limited time an outdoor service would be utilized in
Monona’s climate.
Local technology partner 5NINES’s presentation of the
idea of municipal internet service to the City of Monona
is appreciated as it initiated the exploration of this idea;
however, a wireless service may not be the most
appropriate option for this location. Community feedback
that emerged during this indicated that speed and
reliability are not always met by current providers in the
market. The Wi-Fi proposals analyzed trade off speed for
cost, depending on service a resident currently subscribes.
SupraNet reached out to the city while this costbenefit analysis was already well underway. The fiber
based internet service offered by this company should
be explored in the future as this type of system can offer
increased reliability over Wi-Fi. Additionally, SupraNet is
already engaged in a proposal for the neighboring City of
Madison which could provide additional benefits and cost
savings if the City of Monona engaged in a similar

“If the approximate demand and willingness to
enter the market exceeds 260 households, then
the city should undergo the project. Otherwise, it
should not adopt the project.”
-Public Affairs 881 students

Photo by Jeff Miller/UW-Madison,
© Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System

partnership. A faster more reliable service could entice
more businesses to uptake a municipal service. The
students view this analysis as being a first step in evaluating municipal internet service.
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aae323: cooperatives
Authors:

Meghan Bolens • Reba McClone • Lauren Burick • Brandon Gumz • Kelly Shannon • Savannah Waller
Brianna Knudtson • Rachel Perry • Kelly Wilfert • Daniel Selner • Bethany Michiels
Brigham Starks • Isaac Suprenant • Dustin Winkelman • Danielle Wetter • Marlie Wilson
Keo Corak • Abigail Hoffman

Faculty mentor:
Anne Reynolds

This report was produced in collaboration with
the Agricultural and Applied Economics
Department in the College of Agricultural
and Life Sciences and the UniverCity
Year at UW-Madison.

Photo by Jeff Miller/UW-Madison, © Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System

Executive summary
Municipalities that support broadband infrastructure can
offer a vital service for their residents, businesses, and local
institutions. Some municipalities, especially in rural areas,
do not have a strong presence of for-profit telecommunications companies to meet the Internet needs of the
community. Where access from private companies does
exist, municipalities cite the high cost of for-profit Internet
as a key reason for developing an affordable alternative
that all residents can access. Still other local governments
have heard their constituents’ dismay with low quality
and bad customer service as the impetus to provide a
more reliable, fast and friendly option. While there are
multiple reasons why municipalities have explored providing Internet service, the common understanding is that
Internet is critical to socially and economically participating in today’s society, just as electricity was a century ago.
Providing Internet as a public good, therefore, benefits
the whole community and drives economic development
forward.

This report shares research and recommendations from
UW-Madison’s AAE323: Cooperatives class on how
municipalities and cooperatives provide consumers with
alternatives to private Internet service, both nationally and
here in Wisconsin.
In collaboration with City of Monona’s Community
Media Director, Will Nimmow, the class also ran two focus
groups and an online survey for Monona businesses to
share their Internet needs and level of interest in developing a cooperatively-run service. The results of the focus
group are as followed:
•

Find reliability and customer service highly important
when it comes to internet

•

Would be willing to pay more for better internet
performance

•

Prefer unbundled services over bundled
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Leveraging the power of partnership and cooperation,
the area between Eau Claire and Chippewa Falls provides
fiber optic Internet service to anchor institutions while
servicing residents and small businesses with Wi-Fi via
radio tower.

As the City of Madison currently considers expanding
their fiber optic cable to a Fiber-to-the-Premises system,
it may be opportune to explore the possibilities of working with them to bring this infrastructure to the City of
Monona as well. Because Madison will be working with a
much larger geographic area to implement their project,
the economy of scale may make it more cost effective for
Monona to invest in building more fiber optic channels
at this juncture. However, it would still likely cost significantly more than administering Wi-Fi to businesses or
residents through radio tower alone, as considered in the
city’s initial direction for the project.

Ultimately, with further research on community interest,
providing a municipally-supported Internet option for
Monona’s residents may prove to be a worthy investment
for the City. Creating more Internet service choices may
help to not just raise the quality of life for current community members, but also attract new families and businesses
to the municipality.

Chippewa Valley Internetworking Consortium’s model,
detailed in Section 4 of the report, may serve as an alternative model for Monona’s interests. The Community
Area Network (CAN) in Chippewa Valley could be beneficial for Monona since CAN services private and public
institutions, such as schools or government buildings, not
just homes. It also teams up with neighboring
communities so the cost is not just on one business or
community.

“Though there are less expensive options, fiber optic
cable provides optimum reliability, quality,
and customer satisfaction.”
-AAE 323 student
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About the UniverCity Year
UniverCity Year is a year-long partnership between UW-Madison and one community in Wisconsin. The community
partner identifies sustainability and livability projects that would benefit from UW-Madison expertise. Faculty from across
the university incorporate these projects into their courses with graduate students and upper-level undergraduate students.
UniverCity Year staff provide administrative support to faculty, students and the partner community to ensure the collaboration’s success. The result is on-the-ground impact and momentum for a community working toward a more sustainable
and livable future.

Jason Vargo

Kelly Conforti Rupp

UniverCity Year program director
javargo@wisc.edu
608-265-9761

UniverCity Year program manager
kelly.rupp@wisc.edu
608-890-0330
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